Mobile and isolated desktop audit

Manage and automatically
inventory your laptops even
those oﬀ network

Your mobile co-workers’ laptops represent a management issue when they
cannot regularly connect onto the network.
But these stations are under your responsibility the same way other desktops
are, you have to manage their conﬁguration, security, licenses, incidents, etc.

Beneﬁts
Automatic audit of workstations even if oﬀ
network
Guarantee of a complete and updated asset
management

Main features
ClariLog - Mail Inventory
Audit through an executable ﬁle on the works-

They represent a management cost which is more important than standard
desktops, Gartner estimates the possession cost of a desktop to 4000 euros
a year, whereas a laptop’s is the double, 8000 euros.

tations

For this reason we have developed a module speciﬁcally devoted to the
management of these stations: Clarilog - Mail inventory. Whether or not
your stations are regularly connected to your network, a simple internet
connection will suﬃce to result the scan results by email or by FTP.

ClariLog - Plug & Audit

The module is set in a few clicks and ClariLog - Asset View will automate
the data recovery from the audits by whatever mean of recovery for an
automatic integration into your database.
You may also have under your responsibility oﬀ network stations or stations
that you need to prepare before putting into service on another site. Again,
we have developed a very simple solution: ClariLog - Plug & Audit.
With a ClariLog USB drive, audit a station without having to install an agent
or a service and add it into ClariLog - Asset View to automatically update
your asset management.

Conﬁgurable through a Windows planned task
Transmission of the ﬁles by email or FTP
Audit through a USB drive
No installation needed on the targeted workstations

Prerequisites
ClariLog - Asset View to integrate and read the
collected data.

Client workstation conﬁguration:

Pentium II 233 Mhz ; 512 Mb main memory ;
Windows 2000, XP, Vista, Seven, 2003 Server,
2008 Server;

Framework 2.0 (SP1) minimum
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